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Target Audience

This paper is aimed for the following:
• Jurisdiction leaders
• Industry leaders
• Legal experts
• Fraud experts
• Privacy experts
• Funders with an interest in a positive future
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Executive Summary:

We are living in the early days of a “bot” technological revolution, where software-based robots
generate interactions on-line, both constructive and malicious, that historically were performed
by humans. The paper illustrates this including examples of up to 97% of web shopping traffic
on cyber Monday being generated by bots or, 20% of all web traffic is bad bot driven.
It illustrates how legal challenges are mounting regarding how bots are handled. Examples
include bots being used to sue others, patents being potentially assigned to bots, and bots being
used to produce deep fakes.
The paper discusses the rapid rate of technology change, depicting it as a logarithmic, hockey
stick shaped curve. Result? All of the above is just a small taste of what’s quickly coming at us.
We need a system able to identify bots from humans, describe and classify bots, legally identify
them (and identify those that refuse legal identification), and then keep up with the incredible
pace of change to maintain these capabilities.
This can’t be done by one jurisdiction or by one technology team. In fact, with virtual bots able
to be created at insane speeds, able to instantly work/interact anywhere on the planet, means we
need a trusted global legal identification system, locally managed within each jurisdiction.
The paper lays out four proposals addressing these issues with the creation of an Institute which
will help coordinate the development of the following:
•
•
•
•

Common bot nomenclature/data framework for non-legal bot identities that’s flexible and
able to quickly change
Ways to identify a bot, and a human
Legal framework instantly able to verify if a bot has been created in some jurisdiction on
the planet, and if not, then instantly register them
An independent testing protocol devoted to continually testing user experience, business
processes and technical infrastructure used for human and bot legal identification. Based
on its threat ratings, all jurisdictions would be required to adapt their legal bot and human
legal identity verification approaches within months to hours.
o We are suggesting one of the first tasks of the Institute will be to develop a way to
identify bots from humans

The proposals call out for red teams within the Institute to constantly attack the framework
created, at all stages in the development. Our legal identity laws rest upon this.
It’s time to wake up at the jurisdictional and legal levels, collaborate, and quickly create a legal
bot and human identity system that protects us. Time is of the essence.
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Proposals for Identification of Bots (Physical and Virtual Robots)

Introduction
“With regard to robots, in the early days of robots people said, 'Oh, let's build a robot' and what's
the first thought? You make a robot look like a human and do human things. That's so 1950s. We
are so past that.”
Neil deGrasse Tyson
We’ve come longways from Eric, the first humanoid robot in 1928 (pictured above). We
have all sorts of physical bots, many of which don’t look like humans (Starship
Technologies), some that are like humans (Sophia), virtual selves able to look like us (Oben)
or virtual bots, able to digitally masquerade as humans (Chatbots). Bots impact the Internet,
Internet commerce and fraud (Bad Bot Report 2019: The Bot Arms Race Continues) and up
to 97% of cyber Monday web shopping traffic was done by bots!
Bots seem to be appearing everywhere in the physical and virtual world, in factories where
most early deployments occurred but where the pace is rapidly increasing. Examples include
warehousing (in 2018, in China, the world’s first automated warehouse was deployed),
education (the first STEM robot for kids is released), and each day in China (over 2,000
preschools use bots to determine a child’s health before they enter the school), in medicine
(in 2018, AI beat doctors in brain tumor diagnosis and AI detects breast cancer as accurately
as expert radiologists, study finds), in food production (9 Robots That Are Invading The
Agriculture Industry) and consumption (in China, a restaurant with 18 robots serves
customers).
We see bots in financial services (Bank of America’s Erica, Wells Fargo’s Facebook
Messenger app, Capital One’s Eno chatbot, Clinc in financial payments), in pharmacies (in
Dubai, several automated pharmacies have been created, able to store 35,000 medicines and
dispense up to 9 prescriptions a minute) and, as was the case in video recordings and the
early Internet, the oldest profession-sex, You Are Already Having Sex With Robots.
Add it all up, and we are on the verge of a revolution. Bots, both physical and virtual, are
becoming not only common, but also interacting with humans, for good and bad, in many aspects
of our lives. This creates new challenges.
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Bot Issues
Legal Implications

Bots bring with them legal implications and the law, both at a national and international level is
far behind the technology.
Examples of these legal implications include litigation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lawsuits as a result of using bots
o An investor suing a company using AI to manage his funds
Using bots to sue others
o DoNotPay legal app using a chatbot
Medical lawsuits
o Could You Sue Diagnostic Algorithms or Medical Robots in the Future?
Suing bots
o You Can’t Sue a Robot: Are Existing Tort Theories Ready for Artificial
Intelligence?
Bot warehouses causing employee injuries
o Ruthless Quotas at Amazon Are Maiming Employees
Deaths by bots
o Death by robot: the new mechanised danger in our changing world

And intellectual property:
• Copycat bots
o Robot War Breaks Out in Living Room as Roomba Maker Sues Upstart
• Patents assigned to bots
o Can an AI System Be Given a Patent?
• Bots being used to produce deep fakes
o California has banned political deep fakes during election season
And bots acting within existing corporate legal entities:
o The Implications of Modern Business Entity Law for the Regulation of
Autonomous Systems
o Company Law and Autonomous Systems: A Blueprint for Lawyers,
Entrepreneurs, and Regulators
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Business Challenges
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Bot creation and identification
• Given the incredible speeds virtual bots can be created, how will they be given
identities, and how will businesses know which bot they’re dealing with?
Bot legal registration
• How can and will bots be legally registered?
Bot authentication
• How will bots, working on behalf of a business or, acting on behalf of a customer,
be authenticated?
Bot authorization
• How does a business know the bot is authorized to act on a customer’s behalf?
Bot movements/activities
• How can a business bot owner know where their bots are, and/or what activities
they are doing, at each point in time?
Bot ownership
• In the not too distant future, bots, both virtual and physical, will likely be leased
to others, or do contract work on our behalf
• How will this be legally managed regarding bot identities?
Bots creating other bots
• Who is the legal owner of the bot?
Bot singularity
• How will a bot be identified that’s working in singularity with other bots?

Jurisdictional Bot Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will a bot who’s operating in a jurisdiction, be legally identified?
How will the jurisdiction Y know a bot’s been created in Jurisdiction X?
How will a jurisdiction verify the identity of a bot, and determine whether it’s already
registered in all other jurisdictions, before granting it a legal identity?
How will a virtual bot, instantly created in one jurisdiction, and then in the next instant
operating in another, be identified?
How will a court of law say that Bot 12345 did the actions it did?
How will a court of law determine that Bot 12345 was masquerading as Jane Doe or
another Bot abcde?
How will a jurisdiction mitigate the risk of bots masquerading as another bot or a
human?
How is Bot 12345 tied to ownership of Jane Doe or, an enterprise somewhere on the
planet or, in the not so distant future, another bot?
How will jurisdictions know a bot’s been terminated?
How will jurisdictions create a bot legal registration system that’s inexpensive, easy to
use and fast?
How will bot singularity be addressed in the jurisdiction’s civil registration bot identity
system?
How will jurisdictions regulate identification of bots from humans, such that humans can
see it’s a bot they’re interacting with?
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This long list of challenges demonstrates the risks associated with such a profound, and hard to
detect, new technology. Bots defy our expectation, based on virtually all of our personal and
professional history, that those we interact with are human and have human attributes (both
good and bad). Bots are algorithmic, we are only at the beginning of their evolution of ability,
and already we are confronted with the fear of not being able to control their actions, or
impacts.
Which raises another challenge… the rate of change. Pat Scannell, noted technology futurist,
produced this graph:

The rate of technology change is becoming logarithmic. This affects the development of AI and
bots. Thus, it’s highly likely that bot developments will continue at an increasingly fast pace.
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The Beginnings of a Solution
Identification cannot address all of the challenges described and listed above, but it is a key part
of doing so. The authors of this paper suggest the following premises for bot identification as
this important and necessary first step.

Bot Identification Premises

1. Not all bots will require legal identification
o For those not requiring a legal identification, a common nomenclature for bots is
required able to describe bots within an enterprise, between enterprises, as well as
for human bot interactions. Some bots that are used entirely inside an
organization may not require legal identification that is verifiable by a third party,
but we assert that all bots require some form of identification.
2. We need the ability to determine who’s a bot and who’s a human.
o This determination needs to be based the same way human identification is based,
by using a trusted source (think passport agencies and DMVs) that can be
independently verified, and stolen identities quickly identified
3. Legal registration of bots requires a rethink of existing civil registration systems allowing
local jurisdiction management, but instant global coordination of bot legal registration
services
4. We can draw on the decades of work in human identity and civil registration to help
identify best practice and problems/failures
o This includes the principles of Civil Registration and Vital Statistics looking at
birth, death and registration
o A core element of this in humans is biometric verification, a parallel should be
explored for non-human actors where unique external identifiers can be utilized
5. Given the logarithmic rate of technology change, both the non-legal bot identification and
legal bot registration frameworks MUST be:
o Flexible
o Allowing for rapid changes

To address all of the above requires a fundamental rethink of how we identify bots.
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Bot Identification - A Series of Proposed Parallel Steps
While there is a good deal of work being done both in academic and commercial domains, this
remains ill coordinated and largely independent of regulatory, legal and policy activities. Thus,
we are proposing the creation of an independent Institute which will coordinate research on these
topics and act as a neutral resource for standards and policy recommendations. The first work
for this body will be to address the identification issues, focusing on the topics below.

Proposal 1 – Develop a nomenclature identification framework for bots not
requiring legal identification
Bots will require a standardized set of descriptors. Thus, it makes sense to develop a common
nomenclature for non-legal registration identifiable bots. This can be used to trace things like
creator, creation date, unique identifiers, etc.
This is similar to the early days of LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) and human
identification in enterprise systems. At the time, LDAP was used as the technology protocol to
create an enterprise electronic reference point for identities. A common nomenclature was
developed for identifying human attributes like name, address and telephone numbers. Today,
we are at an early point in bot development, where a similar type approach is required.
We are not suggesting LDAP as a solution, since it is now outdated and slowly being replaced by
graph databases. However, the development of common identifiers is required. Regardless of the
technology used, the nomenclature devised needs to be flexible and expandable, over time. The
changing functional abilities of bots, means different identification requirements might come into
being. Thus, the identification framework needs to be adaptable for this.
If the bot at some point in the future requires a legal identification, then the common
nomenclature for a bot could potentially be referenced in the legal registration.
We propose the following:
Goal:
• To quickly develop the framework for registered bot identification nomenclature,
independent of the need for legal registration
o This should include a means for trusted verification of identity and attribution of
the source information based on a Universal ID system process
• To then transfer this to a standards body able to best be able to maintain this effort
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Steering Group:
A steering group should be formed composed of:
• Industry associations, e.g.
o Fintech
o Manufacturing
o Robot manufacturers
o Etc.
• Jurisdictions
• Bot university researchers
• Legal, Privacy and Fraud experts
Working Group:
A smaller subset of the steering group that’s able to quickly produce:
o Discussion papers on bot nomenclature making initial suggestions
o After review, this group should produce the first working draft of a flexible bot
nomenclature system
Then transfer management of this to the standards body best deemed by the steering group able
to maintain the standards
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Proposal 2 - Create a Bot Identification POC

Bots will require identification showing they are bots. Thus, when a person encounters a bot,
physically or digitally, they should be able to tell it’s a bot. This will be challenging. Why?
Physical bots:
o As humanoid bots become more lifelike, it will pose challenges in determining if it’s a
human or a bot
o Some bots will miniaturize, thus creating challenges in even seeing them, let alone
determining they’re a bot
Virtual bots:
o As AI/AR/VR (artificial intelligence/augmented reality/virtual reality) environments
become common, the lines blur between online and offline realities
o Thus, determining who’s who in these realities, i.e. human or bot, becomes very
challenging
o On page 23 of the paper “Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age”, it describes
the need for a new personal identity and access management system
o Such a system should be able to differentiate humans from bots
o It’s also hypothetically possible that some bots will also require similar systems
Goal:
• To develop a Proof of Concept (POC) showing how different type of bots can be
identified as a bot both physically and digitally and discriminated from humans
o This may or may not require development of a POC for a personal identity and
access management system able to differentiate bots from humans
• First synthesize the work in the area:
o i.e. undertake a meta study of existing research and publications in the area
• Then to create a POC that is aimed for researchers but also the media and public
o i.e. we want to educate people as we build a global solution
• Design a series of iterative controlled POC/s, and likely then pilots, to see what works
and doesn’t work
• Drive and stress-test the POC, including explicit efforts to defeat the approach (“red
teams”)
• Ultimately roll out on a regional and global scale a bot identification framework, showing
a person who’s a bot
• Our goal is to see this done, such that the public, business and governments all
understand what’s being done and why
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Steering Group:
A steering group should be formed composed of:
• Industry associations, e.g.
o Robot manufacturers
o Manufacturing, retail, advertising, etc.
• Jurisdictions
• Bot university and IAM researchers
• Legal, Privacy and Fraud experts
It’s possible to create this as the first task of the proposed institute in Proposal 4.
Working Group:
A small working group should be formed to oversee the POC/pilots. The working group should
be composed of:
o University bot, security and privacy researchers
o Bot and other industry representatives
o Jurisdiction representatives
o Privacy experts
Red Team:
All systems are vulnerable to attack and it is important that any project looking to develop a
global model needs to ‘stress test’ it and the associated technologies. Thus, we include an
explicit effort to attack and defeat any proposed approach using a Red Team model.
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Proposal 3 - Create a Bot Legal Identification POC/Pilot

The challenges, as referred earlier in this document, about legally identifying bots include:
o The incredible rate at which virtual bots can be produced anywhere on the globe
o Determining if a bot has already been registered in any other jurisdiction
o Bots will increasingly be able to work together in singularity, blurring individual
identification
o This will pose challenges to legally identifying a bot from the other bots it is
linked with in singularity
o How to determine a bot has been terminated (the equivalent of human death)
o How to ensure that a bot’s legal identity registration can’t be tampered with by malicious
people and that there are unique identifiers possible with bots as there are with humans
o Determining legal identity challenges when a bot can create other bots, either physically
and/or digitally
o How will the likely massive churn in bot creation and termination be handled in a legal
identity system?
These two papers begin to discuss these challenges:
o Legally Identifying Robots
o https://hvl.net/pdf/Legally%20Identifying%20Robots%20Feb%202019.pdf
• Rapidly Scaling Robotic Identification
o https://hvl.net/pdf/Rapidly%20Scaling%20Robot%20Identification%20Feb%202
019.pdf
As the papers suggest, there is a need to:
o Develop a bot identification unit within bot code and enforce its application
o Create a new civil registration service able to be locally managed in each jurisdiction, but
at the same time globally connected
Goals:
• To develop a Proof of Concept (POC) demonstrating how:
o Bot identification units can be securely created within bot code
o A bot can be quickly and inexpensively registered in a new registration system
 The system must demonstrate how it can quickly check with all other
jurisdictions’ bot legal registration systems to see if the bot already exists
• To prepare a working discussion document on proposals to rethink civil registration
systems to accommodate bot registration
o This proposal should address for the new system:
 Legal issues
 Business process issues
 Technical issues
• This should lead to preliminary controlled pilots:
o Demonstrating the system
o Determining what works and doesn’t work
o Modifying design based on the above
• A broad, global roll-out of the new legal bot registration system
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•

Drive and stress-test the POC/pilots, including explicit efforts to defeat the approach
(“red teams”)

Steering Group:
A steering group should be formed composed of:
• Industry associations, e.g.
o Robot manufacturers
o Manufacturing, retail, advertising, etc.
• Jurisdictions
• Bot university and IAM researchers
• Legal, Privacy and Fraud experts
The steering group may or may not be the same one overseeing Proposal 2.
Working Group:
A small working group should be formed to oversee the POC/pilots. The working group should
be composed of:
o University bot, security and privacy researchers
o Bot and other industry representatives
o Jurisdiction representatives
o Privacy and Fraud experts
Red Team:
All systems are vulnerable to attack and it is important that any project looking to develop a
global model needs to ‘stress test’ it and the associated technologies. Thus, we include an
explicit effort to attack and defeat any proposed approach using a Red Team model.
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Proposal 4 - Create a Test Institute for Legal Human/Bot Identity

The logarithmic shaped technology curve, earlier described in this paper, means today’s best
solution can quickly become useless. The rate of change, can potentially affect:
•

•

•

Technology infrastructure
o E.g. firewalls, load balancers, endpoints, certs, encryption, digital signatures,
TLS, databases, driver’s license apps, bot identification units, user experience,
writing private keys to the driver’s license and bots, quantum test, distributed
ledger systems, etc.
Business processes
o E.g. CRVS protocol queries, administrators of CRVS/driver’s license and bot
identification processes, etc.
o Users
Governance
o How will any weakness be identified, analyzed, threat risk be determined and then
addressed on jurisdictional, regional and global levels?

The system being proposed in these two proposal papers, for human and bot legal identity,
is the underpinnings of legal identity law. THE SYSTEM MUST BE CONSTANTLY
TESTED AND PROTECTED AGAINST ATTACKS AND WEAKNESSES.
To address this, the authors proposed the following:
•
•

•
•

Creation of an independent testing institute devoted only to human and bot legal
identification
It must continually test the processes and infrastructure for:
o Users
o Business processes
o Technological infrastructure
The institute must continually create a threat assessment for identified risks
o E.g. ranking them from a scale of low risk to very high risk, etc.
Based on the rankings, jurisdictions should change their CRVS, driver’s license laws and
regulations, such that:
o All jurisdictions agree on a response time based on the threat assessment
 E.g. a very low risk might take months to address while a very high risk
must be addressed within hours

We see this as analogous to traditional threat assessments within enterprises. A very high-risk
threat often requires a “hot fix”, which is pushed out, on an emergency basis, throughout the
enterprise’s systems. It mitigates immediate risk.
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The challenge is the legal identity system for humans and bots is now global. It’s much bigger
than any one jurisdiction. If each jurisdiction can choose their own timetables for resolving legal
identity verification problems, it creates the potential for creating a weak global system.
Criminals and malicious people will quickly leap to take advantage of this.
As mentioned in Proposal 2, we’re suggesting one of the first tasks assigned to the institute will
be determining how to identify bots from humans. The proposed institute would be well placed
to do this, since it would be operating in the public domain. Thus, it can work with researchers
around the globe, as well as educating the public and business.
In summary, we propose creating an independent global testing Institute, devoted only to
continually testing the legal identity verification for humans and bots, with common laws in
each jurisdiction pertaining to response times to address threat assessments identified by
the Institute and others.
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Summary

It’s time to wake up and realize we’re entering a technological revolution, with bots a growing
part of this. Humans need to know who they’re dealing with, i.e. a human or a bot.
Some bots won’t require a legally verifiable identification system. However, they need to have a
way of identifying themselves as a bot. As well, they also require a way of enterprises
identifying them, describing them and being able to exchange this information within and
between enterprises. The paper lays out two proposals addressing this.
Many bots will require legally verifiable identification. The sheer speed virtual bots can be
created, as well as their ability to instantly interact, and work with humans and other bots,
anywhere on the globe, means a global legal bot identity system, locally managed by each
jurisdiction, needs to be created.
References in this paper, suggesting that up to 97% of web shopping traffic on cyber Monday, or
that one fifth of all web traffic is bad bots, is only a sign of what’s coming. The logarithmic
shaped technology curve of change, means that time is of the essence. People, business and
governments need to have a legal identity system for bots that works. Without this, the planet
enters perilous political, economic and social waters, where bots mimic humans without us
knowing about it.
Finally, the significant rate of change, means tomorrow is going to be different than today. As a
result, today’s best bot and human legal identity system can quickly become tomorrow’s turd.
Thus, we need to create a legal framework that responds to this.
This paper proposes an independent testing institute continually testing user, business process
and technology components. As importantly, it also states that all jurisdictions must be able to
respond to the threat analysis in a joint manner. Without this, the weakest link will be leveraged
by malicious people and jurisdictions, causing harm to others.
It’s time to wake up at the jurisdictional and legal levels, collaborate, and quickly create a legal
bot and human identity system that protects us.
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Appendix A – Draft Architecture

Below is a preliminary draft human and bot legal identity architecture for a jurisdiction. It
depicts the following:
• Jurisdiction:
o CRVS (Civil Registration Vital Stats) systems for both humans and bots
 These are able to issue private keys to citizens for CRVS events
 Likely able to issue certificates for bots to be securely stored in their bot
code (to be determined)
o Separate jurisdiction citizen identity and authentication systems
 Our premise is the CRVS should ONLY be used for identity verification
and must not be a system able to identify and track people, e.g. address,
etc.
 The system would be fed updates from the CRVS when a CRVS event
occurs to the citizen, e.g. marriage, death, name change, etc.
o Driver’s license system (both physical and digital)
 This would be able to verify identities via the CRVS common protocol
this paper presents in order to verify identities
 When a CRVS event happens to a citizen, the CRVS would be able to
write a private key to the citizen’s driver’s license
 Enable citizens to anonymously legally prove they’re a human and either
above or below age of consent
o Other jurisdiction systems
 They would consume identities from the citizen or bot identity and
authentication system
• Businesses
o They would be able to obtain legal citizen identities from the citizen via their
driver’s license (physical or digital)
o If the identity verification risk is high, with the citizen’s consent and also allowed
by laws/regulations, they might be able to query the jurisdiction CRVS system
o Able to determine if an entity they’re dealing with is a human or a bot
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